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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie

21
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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• Reply •

mastersgt • 2 years ago

I say get this project going .what are we waiting for . Jobs Jobs

,Jobs thats what the people wants

15

• Reply •

Collin B • 2 years ago> Guest

They are jobs that are much needed by the

Jamaican people. I say full speed ahead with this

investment.

15

• Reply •

GUEST 2.5 • 2 years ago> Collin B

If our Leaders had VISION ,they would have

the Chinese help with the

INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR ISLAND ---

roads, bringing electricity to parts of the

island that are still without, and running water

in all our homes.

These are projects that would provide jobs

for years for JAMAICANs

29

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> GUEST 2.5

What you are proposing sounds like

blackmail, to me..Not a good foundation on

which to do business, and foster mutual

respect..

3

• Reply •

Collin B • a year ago> GUEST 2.5

I totally agree!!!

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Guest

Brooklyn,, my question to you, is it worth thwarting

such a game changing project for some

ambiguous!!!! environmental concerns, ,remember

their are no other project of significance now being

offered, besides this could kick start the whole

paradigm, including Kingston Harbour, Fort Augusta,

Cow Bay, while I understand some of your

concerns, it must be understood that the Country is

in dire straight and really, really needs a game

changer, we are not in a position to pussy foot

around presently, while others in the REGION

GOING FULL SPEED AHEAD, WE MUST NOT BE

LEFT BEHIND AGAIN!!!

15

• Reply •

kingshango
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

Nealmc, the Jamaican government has

cause this economic mess and we cannot

allow desperation cause us to make decision

that will cause us dearly. Why do the

Chinese so bent on having Goat Island?

38

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> Guest

I agree with u Brooklyn.Jamaican politians do

not represents us

17

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> danny

Us? Who are you referring to? You may be in

a cacoon or living off the island but, for your

info you are among who are being represent

by them so long as you are a Jamaican.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

That could well be the case but, when the

gunners won't behave in a civilize manner

we are lucky to have any one at all who is

willing to invest here,that may be why the

Chinese want to be isolated at any cost

since life is priceless. Let's think of it on that

ground.

4

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay
• 2 years ago

> Audley Mclean

The hub will provide a short term cash

infusion, a few jobs while long term the

losses and damage will linger for

generations. Also, the island's general

infrastructure will be unimproved.

32

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

You are just as narrow minded as the govt.

Cant you see why they are insisting on Goat

Islands? Its the 1st step to blur jurisdiction

over "their" operation which will be manned

heavily by Chinese that would put Palisadoes

to shame. Who can control what goes thru

the hub is another question. The fact that the

islands are a natural barrier and a sacred

environmental zone remains true. This is a

classic case of manipulation of the

desperate. (Shiny trinklets anybody.) Having

it on the mainland would mean too much

oversight and restriction hence my

suspicion. Full speed ahead down the toilet

yu mean.

40

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> XAMYCA

I can't understand the endangered spices of

which you spoke, the gunmen are the

greatest threat to humanity and we all cannot

be secured there by exiting the mainland.

What I suggest is that you all help to find

ways and means to control those

endangering us and let us live to see us

going debt free by collecting custom duties.

2

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> Guest

Tell the Uncle Tom dem but don't think they will get

it.

The Chinese have Goat Islands and the other 9

islands and cays with it.

15

• Reply •

clrey • 2 years ago> Guest

I get the impression, you don't think the Chinese

should be allowed to build the Hub, no where in the

Caribbean, never mind Jamaica, no matter the

positive impact it is likely to have, on the economy.

As for the impact of the "barrier reefs" , the Hub itself

is the biggest barrier of all. protecting the mainland

from hurricanes,

and storm surges..

Let's get moving on this rear opportunity for the

betterment of all Jamaicans.....

11

• Reply •

danny • 2 years ago> clrey

clirey do you think before you type? A so the

monolopy money a cloud u thinking

8

• Reply •

Jahben • 2 years ago> Guest

Thank you!!

7

• Reply •

OC • 2 years ago> mastersgt

How many of those jobs do you think will go to Jamaicans?

39

• Reply •

Ackeepeg • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Jobs jobs jobs...that's what the Chinese want...a year from

now everyone will be bitching about how all the jobs are

being given to Chinese.....as usual.

49

• Reply •

chercher • 2 years ago> mastersgt

China Harbour at the finishing phase of a US$500 million

road construction and resurfacing project....who benefitted

the most from this?

5

• Reply •

Mark Chue • 2 years ago> mastersgt

Is this the same CHEC which has been recently blacklisted

by the World Bank for corruption and bribery??????

15

• Reply •

leewayne • 2 years ago

Yes, go ahead and sell out the Jamaican children's future by

allowing the world's worst polluters to take over our natural

resources. Wonder what is next for these craven politicians. I'm

shocked that the people of Jamaica will allow this to happen. What

shortsightedness.

66

• Reply •

YaaadMan • 2 years ago> leewayne

It shouldn't matter to you anyhow, since you're "never

coming home".

5

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> leewayne

The jamaican public must insist on govt or jamaican

investors partnering and getting half of all foreign

businesses benefitting from business in JA. This is a

priority. The companies should be publicly listed and its

employees given first preference. That's how you build a

successful nation. Do not allow them to take take take and

send the profits back to another country. No well thinking

govt allows this. All yearly profits should remain in jamaica

for at least 3 years to help with our foreign exchange

reserve problems. We abolished the colonial system long

time ago. Not because they have money they are supposed

to own or rape us or to take advantage of us. All those

foreign owned hotels should place the yearly foreign

exchange profits with BOJ for three years as reserve. It

would also help with us rid ourselves of the IMF

4

• Reply •

Audley Mclean • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

Holy... I can concur, you are a breath of fresh air, at

least you did not reject the project, but want to see

justice be done in terms of partnership nothing can

be done in todays world without compromising, and

those who want to run away the Chinese without at

least try to compromise, are not enterprising, maybe

don't even live in Jamaica, so the suffering man in

the Streets, are of no concern to them, where in the

World do you see, especially a poor Country like

Jamaica, refusing big investments like this, not even

wealthy Country... FOOLISH JAMAICANS!!!

6

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> Audley Mclean

Thanks Neal.. You are right, we have to

compromise. We also can put JET to

independently monitor and fine the Chinese

heavily for environmental violations. Saying a

blank no to investments is for the illiterate.

We need investments to make up for all the

waste and incompetency that has been

going on for years and to spur growth..

5

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Guest

Large cities in the U S A too but every one

wants to borrow the Chinese money but

carrying grudge for them . What if they turn

to Hispaniola/

• Reply •

Dr. Bird • 2 years ago

There are other suitable locations that were overlooked !

22

• Reply •

omygawd • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

Its called a takeover by stealth.

15

• Reply •

kingshango • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

TRUE, TRUE!!!!

5

• Reply •

PhilOiseaubay • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

The Chinese want a secure compound free of prying eyes

so that they can hide their activities. It's perfect for them but

potentially disastrous for J'ca and the J'can people.

30

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> Dr. Bird

If so why not go to the overlooked suitable locations and

invest and out do the Chinese? I will be a shareholder in

your bid just to shut you up.

3

• Reply •

headnuhgood • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

Easy, Its easier for the Chinese to bring in their own

to run such an operation and away from the prying

eyes and sticky fingers. To my mind most of these

so called jobs to be created cannot be staffed by

locals once construction is complete. That is why

for example you don't see any consortium from the

diaspora trying to do any mega projects. They know

all the skilled folks want to leave anyways. What do

you have left......?

4

• Reply •

Ellydeedo • 2 years ago

There is a form of dictatorship going on by the CHEC

the chinese Investors largly. It is not what we are prepared to offer,

based on our studies, but rather what they want. They seems to be

playing a poker game, in which we have allowed them to bluff us,

and win."If Rocky Point is Windy, Goat Island is the same. Our

Country have been technically Sold out, and "if we do not realize it,

when we do, it's going to be too late. The trade Unions that have

played a important role by representing the workers, are having a

Problem with CHE. What agreement was signed before they begin

operating in Jamaica, no one know's. What i know for sure,is, that

this Logistic hub will not serve much purpose to our economy. The

only purpose it will serve,is for the Chinese to exploit our

resources, and intimidate our politicians into doing what they/ the

Chinese want's them to do.

39

• Reply •

Bussmove • 2 years ago> Ellydeedo

Great,this is good for the country in certain ways but they

have not said how we are going to benefit from this.Chinese

have bad human rights records and they might bring in their

workers also,are we gonna make most money from tax

revenues,i am sure this will have majority chinese working

and i dnt know why they want it so bad,they cant even pay

whats owed to people or work with the unions,this will be a

bad decision like that stadium in trelawny

12

• Reply •

OriginalFerrari • 2 years ago

We all know the outcome. You can see that Shirley has already

made up his mind. Money talks in this situation and I am sure that a

lot of it is being thrown around for those officials to push the cause

of China Harbour. They say that there will be jobs, jobs, jobs, but

how many skilled Jamaican's will work on the project? And when it

is done, who will have all the big jobs, Jamaican's or Chinese?

There is a reason they have refused all the other locations and I

believe that one is that they see Goat Island as a place where they

can not only build the port but where their people can come and

leave us Jamaican's out. Pretty soon they will own a big chunk of

the area as they have already bought the sugar factory and are

going to turn the Salt River Spring into an exclusive area. By the

way, can someone answer me as to our labour policies here?

What will be the Chinese to Jamaican worker ration? Has anything

been put in place for the long term or are they going to just do what

they want? We need to stop looking at the short term benefits and

take a look at the long term effects!

40

• Reply •

Holy Perv • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

This is what happens when we are unproductive and short

sighted. Watch as the Chinese destroy our local

manufacturing industries in Jamaica as well as the

Caribbean. Need sugar, blue mountain coffee, etc... China

imports will provide for all your needs. All you have to do is

relax and party all week while the Chinese work to own

everything in sight. This govt is so stupid. Govt should

require all non-jamaicans to be in 50% partnership with the

citizens of JA or the govt. Barbados, Cayman all major

economies even the same China does this except JA. They

are successful we are not. Get the picture? We need

investment but they have to distribute the wealth with the

citizens in Jamaica as well not just give us minimum wage

jobs. You think Portmore people have it hard with the

Chinese owning the highway to their homes? Just wait...

Good luck Jamaica, the politicians have not thought about

the long term effects of this at all...

24

• Reply •

so soh • 2 years ago> Holy Perv

That's where you are wrong....we will all be

millionaires, kicking back and have the Chinese do

all the work to support our opulent lifestyles.

2

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> OriginalFerrari

You have enough time toget qualified for a job if you are not

severely illiterate so that is what you should spend your time

diong rather to be playing smart (knowing that you are

not)and writing crap which only expose your political loyalty.

2

• Reply •

aaronomix • 2 years ago> A.L.Smalling

you seem very qualified for this project.

• Reply •

JamSol • 2 years ago

There has been talk for some time of replacing Norman Manley

International Airport. Why not have the investors build us a new

airport in St. Catherine or Clarendon prior to redeveloping the old

airport lands into the transshipment hub? Additional landspace

could be created by reclamation. While they're at it, they could

incorporate a cruise ship terminal into their plans, which could be

the catalyst to the preservation and development of Port Royal as a

major tourism attraction.

Jamaica wins by having two (or more) major investment projects

and the fragile south coast marine environment would be protected.

11

• Reply •

Yadda • 2 years ago> JamSol

That's too much for our politicians. They think with their

hungry bellies and empty pockets

14

• Reply •

RasBenji • 2 years ago> JamSol

That would require inspirational vision and single-minded

force of will, by an energetic and convicted leader prepared

to accomplish if only one large and sustaining project in his

tenure.

Know anyone who fits the bill ?

One Love !

4

• Reply •

A.L.Smalling • 2 years ago> JamSol

Why not apply to the Civil Service Commission for the post

of Planning and Economic Director? With your engineering

skills and innovative mind Jamaica would certainly grow

expeditiously. PROBABLY YOUR DIPLOMAS AND

DEGREES WOULD SCARE THE HECK OUT OF THEM

SO MAKE SURE TO PUBLISH THEM BEFORE YOU

APPPLY IN ORDER TO GET THE FULL SUPPORT OF

THE PUBLIC.

We might even march to Jamaica House as you know

Jamaican people love to march and DEMAND,so , you will

have a massive support. Go for it.

1

• Reply •

XAMYCA • 2 years ago

It seems very dubious that nowhere on the mainland suits the

Chinese. 

What kind of wind exposure are we talking about in Pocky Point

and Port 

Esquivel? Its obvious that they are seeking to build an enclave, and

its

even more worrisome considering their track record in China and 

worldwide, especially in third world countries. This kind of decision

is

what happen when likki likki meets desperation so much so that we

a 

ready to give away our a**. Look what we come to, from "we are

not for sale" to " come tek 

anything yu want cheap cheap cheap".

32

• Reply •

linval • 2 years ago

This is good news,enough with the talks and get on with it, There is

nothing that everyone will agree to,govt was elected to lead and

need to take decision that will benefit the majority,even if

Jamaicans get 10 jobs there,it will be 10 more than we have right

now.For all the nay sayers,no one was willing to even go there and

use a cutlass to bush he place nor plant anything nor clean up the

place,yet they are all up in arms about the environment.It was off no

use to us,in fact I have never heard of Goat Island until this project

comes up.

11

• Reply •

Richie L • 2 years ago> linval

It is not so much about the environment, but the fact that

this place will become an enclave with limited access to

any Jamaican. Can't you see that that is where this is

going?

Why can't a mainland site do? Because it is more

accessible to Jamaicans than some island in the sea. I can

see it now. Any bridge would be tightly controlled because

this is now private property. Same thing with access by

watercraft. Access will be very limited. All kinds of things

can be going on out there without us have any knowledge.

Think about that.

Richie
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Goat Islands going... going...

BY BALFORD HENRY Senior staff reporter balfordh@jamaicaobserver.com

Sunday, November 03, 2013 141 Comments

The coast on Big Goat Island.

IT'S almost a certainty that by this time next year the Goat Islands will be virtually

in the hands of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC), and well on the

way to becoming the first Chinese-owned transshipment port and logistics hub in

the region.

That conclusion became clear after the statement to the House of

Representatives last Tuesday by minister of transport, works and housing, Dr

Omar Davies, as well as the opinions expressed by the newly appointed chief

executive officer and president of the Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), Professor

Gordon Shirley, at a press briefing at his new office last Wednesday afternoon.

Although Davies insists that the final decision will be taken by the Cabinet, his

statement to the House seemed to confirm that, in the meantime, he plans to do

all that is necessary to ensure that the project meets with the approval of his

Cabinet colleagues, when a framework agreement reaches them by January.

Quoting from the environmental management scoping study of the Portland

Bight Protected Area (PBPA), which was commissioned by the PAJ, Davies said:

"The PBPA is not exclusively an environmental conservatory and is intended to

facilitate multiple activities in a sustainable manner."

He noted that the area, although hosting important natural heritage resources,

also has a number of major industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural

activities, including a Jamaica Public Service power station and an ethanol plant,

while its fish sanctuaries are already so degraded from dynamiting and

overfishing that fishermen have been forced to turn to the Pedro Cays.

Shirley, who took over as the head of the PAJ last Friday, called in the press to

give his views on the project which were also informed by the Conrad Douglas

environmental management scoping study the minister had relied on.

"What we know is that this is a large project, about US$1.5 billion. We think that

the jobs that would be created, if we were to have an investment like this, would

have a substantive impact on our economic development prospects," he said.

"It is the only investment of this type that I am aware of and, yes, I think we need

to pursue the opportunity to see whether this is so," he said in response to a

question.

Shirley also said that the offer for the Goat Islands project came from China

Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC), a world-renowned international

contractor that is a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company

Ltd (CCCC) and which has been performing as the main contractor for Chinese

infrastructural investments in Jamaica since 2009.

CHEC officially opened its Jamaican offices on April 22, 2010 after signing an

agreement with the Government in 2009 to be the general contractor under the

Ministry of Transportation and Works and the National Works Agency for two

main projects -- the Palisadoes Shoreline Protection and Rehabilitation Works

and the all-island Jamaica Development Infrastructure Programme (JDIP).

The company was also in charge of the construction of the Rio Grande bridge in

St Margaret's Bay, Portland, and the Westmoreland bridge in Georgia, St Mary,

and is currently constructing the North-South Link of Highway 2000.

The company has had a somewhat shaky relationship with local trade unions

since 2010, primarily because of positions it has taken on benefits normally paid

to local construction workers under a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) arrangement.

One such benefit is the 16 per cent end-of-project bonus paid by local

construction firms at the end of each project, which was also paid to the workers

employed by French contractor Bouygues.

The two main trade unions -- the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the

National Workers' Union -- have constantly raised concerns about the way

CHEC operates, including the fact that the unions have not been able to

organise labour on any of its other sites in Jamaica over the past three years,

despite a JIC arrangement which normally gives them automatic access to share

union dues 50/50.

CHEC has also earned the wrath of some members of parliament for its constant

refusal to appear at Gordon House to entertain questions from Parliament's

Public Administration and Appropriations Committee (PAAC), on the issue of

some $700 million being claimed, up to recently, by local contractors for work

done on the JDIP for which they have not been paid.

The PAAC has, without success, made two attempts to get CHEC's

representatives to attend one of its meetings to explain the delayed payments.

On the last attempt, at the beginning of October, Dr Davies personally wrote to

the PAAC chairman, Edmund Bartlett, suggesting that summoning CHEC would

"set a bad precedent".

"Whilst I appreciate the desire of members of the PAAC to have full responses

to the claims by contractors, I would suggest that the summoning of CHEC to

appear before the committee would set a bad precedent," Dr Davies wrote.

"Notwithstanding, in recognition of the need for answers to questions being

posed by members of the PAAC, I undertake, as minister, to meet with all parties

in order to be able to provide you and the other members of the PAAC with full

and complete responses to your questions," Davies wrote.

The letter was received on October 2. However, one month later there has been

no resolution to the issue.

But it was a bit strange that Davies expressed a willingness to meet with the

contractors to avoid CHEC having to appear before the committee, after

ignoring a letter sent to him some six weeks earlier by 13 of the local contractors

affected by the delayed payments, seeking a meeting with him within 14 days to

try and resolve the issue.

The North-South link of Highway 2000, which is currently in progress, is

understood to be the first investment by CHEC in any local projects, as the JDIP

projects were all financed by the China Ex-Im Bank out of the US$400-milliom

JDIP loan.

CHEC has invested US$610 million to complete the North-South Highway. In

addition, the company has also agreed to reimburse the Government the

US$120-million it had spent on the Mount Rosser bypass road. This came as a

huge surprise to PAAC members when they first heard of it late last year.

Both former Prime Minister Bruce Golding, and his Minister of Transport and

Works Mike Henry confirmed that CHEC has always been interested in

constructing a transshipment facility on the Goat Islands, to benefit from

Jamaica's proximity to the newly expanded Panama Canal, scheduled to reopen

in 2015.

But Golding and Henry had insisted that the project would have to be

constructed on the Jamaican mainland.

"Unlike its competitors in the region, including Miami, Jamaica can provide the

most cost-effective and timely movement of cargo utilising a sea/air movement,"

Henry insisted. But those negotiations with the Chinese stalled when the JLP

Government refused to agree to the Goat Islands as the site of the project,

insisting instead that the Chinese investors work with the Fort Augusta area of

St Catherine.

Golding told a lecture series audience in New York on October 22, he still held

fears that the investors may be thinking about a "Chinese enclave", to which

Jamaica would have limited access. That argument was also raised by Henry in

recent discussions in Parliament.

Last Wednesday, Professor Shirley, who has been intimately involved with

negotiations between the PAJ and CHEC for some time, confirmed that the

Chinese firm has been rigid in its demand for the Goat Islands and has turned

down three other sites offered to them.

Shirley related CHEC's refusal to accept the original offer of the Fort Augusta

lands in St Catherine, insisting that it needed more space for both a

transshipment port and a logistic hub.

He said that CHEC instead surveyed the south coast of St Catherine and

Clarendon, which it felt was more suitable.

"They decided that they wanted to build a facility at Goat Island and have

access to land on the mainland, which would be connected by some form of a

bridge, and would also be connected to the North-South Highway link and the

South Coast highway," he explained.

He said that the PAJ also offered two more alternative areas for the project,

including one close to Port Esquivel, St Catherine, and one at Rocky Point in

Clarendon, but those were also rejected by CHEC on the basis that:

(i) the land area was too small; and

(ii) the port facilities would be exposed to winds that could make it difficult for

vessels to access the port.

"You can't have a transshipment port that could be subjected to that kind of

uncertainty. There were some things that could be done,

but that would be extraordinarily expensive," Shirley volunteered.

However, he said that recognising the environmental significance of the Portland

Bight Protected Area, including the Goat Islands, the PAJ decided on an

addendum to their MOU with CHEC, which led to Conrad Douglas and

Associates being commissioned to do the environmental management scoping

study.

"It was simply to find all the information that we could on the Portland Bight Area,

the environmental conditions, the state of it, and so on," Shirley stated.

He noted that the study showed that: there were nine islands and nine cays in

the area; there are 68 international and national policies and legislation,

regulations and standards that may be applicable to the establishment of the

project conceived by CHEC in the Portland Bight Area.

On this basis the report noted the importance of developing a plan for financing

the efficient and effective management of the natural resources of the area.

In terms of the history of the area, it was confirmed that the Tainos, the original

Arawak Indians living in Jamaica on the arrival of Christopher Columbus, lived in

villages near to the Goat Islands.

Columbus is said to have named the area "Cow Bay" in honour of the manatees

he found there. Henry Morgan, the famous Port Royal pirate, maintained his

vessels at Careening Bay, in the area.

The PBPA also hosts important national heritage resources, and key biological

resources including rare, threatened and endangered species of animals and

plants, including tree frogs, thunder snakes, dwarf snakes, blue tailed galliwasps

and the Jamaican fig-eating bats.

Invertebrates are represented by five species of blind cave-dwelling shrimp, and

the Hellshire Hills are still considered the home of the Jamaican iguana. There

are also signs that the Jamaican coney, once considered extinct, still inhabits

the area.

Over 271 plant species have been identified in the Hellshire Hills, including 53

which are endemic to Jamaica, and 15 endemic to the PBPA.
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